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We evaluated interindividual variation in traits of warming and hypoxia tolerance

in a cohort (n = 24) of juvenile pacu Piaractus mesopotamicus, acclimated to

26◦C, to investigate whether individuals tolerant to warming were also tolerant

to hypoxia and whether individual tolerance depended on body mass or intrinsic

traits of aerobicmetabolism. Two traits of warming toleranceweremeasured, the

critical thermal maximum (CTmax) in a static tank, with loss of equilibrium as the

endpoint, and the critical thermal maximum for aerobic swimming (CTSmax) in a

swim tunnel, with fatigue as the endpoint. Two traits of hypoxia tolerance were

derived by static respirometry during progressive hypoxia, the critical saturation

for regulation of standard metabolic rate (Scrit) and the regulation index (RI).

At 39.7 ± 0.4◦C (mean ± SD), CTmax was significantly higher than CTSmax, at

38.0 ± 1.0◦C. Both traits had very low coe�cient of variation within the cohort

(CV, 1.1 and 2.6%, respectively), and CTmax was not correlated with any other

trait. Individual Scrit (18.5 ± 7.2% saturation, CV 38.9%) and RI (76.0 ± 16.1%

regulation, CV 45.6%) were correlated (R = 0.686), and both were significantly

correlated with CTSmax (R = 0.472 and 0.475, respectively). This indicates that

individuals tolerant to warming were also tolerant to hypoxia, although two

individuals with low CTSmax were drivers of the correlations against Scrit and

RI. The CTmax, CTSmax, and Scrit showed no dependence on body mass, but RI

increased with mass (R2 = 0.286), indicating that larger individuals were more

tolerant to hypoxia. When corrected for body mass, RI was no longer correlated

with CTSmax, further revealing that the correlations were rather tenuous. Finally,

we found no evidence that individual tolerance was dependent on intrinsic traits

of aerobic metabolism. The results indicate that sublethal indicators, such as

CTSmax, Scrit, and RI, can be useful in exploring correlations among traits of

tolerance to warming and hypoxia in fishes, but more studies on more species

with larger sample sizes are required to confirm these results and reveal if there

are general patterns.
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1 Introduction

Heatwaves and declines in dissolved oxygen concentrations are

among the main threats that anthropogenic global change poses

to fish populations worldwide, especially in tropical freshwater

habitats (1–4). It is, therefore, important to evaluate tolerance to

these stressors. Acute warming and hypoxia may share a common

physiological mode of action in fishes because both stressors

can challenge the animal’s cardiorespiratory capacity to provide

sufficient O2 to respiring tissues. In warming, this is mainly because

O2 demand increases, in hypoxia because O2 availability falls (5–7).

This has instigated research into whether the tolerance of the two

stressors is interrelated [e.g., (5, 8–11)].

Individual variation in traits of physiological tolerance within

fish species is expected to be a highly significant component

of the relative vulnerability of populations to environmental

stressors. This is because the prevailing patterns of variation

in phenotypic tolerance will influence population sensitivity to

stressors in the immediate term, and if the phenotypic variation is

linked to underlying genetic diversity, this can provide scope for

adaptability over the long term (12–16). Research has, therefore,

been conducted to investigate whether individual tolerance to

warming and hypoxia is linked in fish species such that an

individual tolerant to one is also tolerant to the other (10, 17–20).

In general, these studies measured tolerance to warming

and hypoxia using rapid tests in which fish were exposed to

progressively higher temperatures in a critical thermal maximum

(CTmax) protocol, or progressively lower dissolved oxygen levels in

an incipient lethal oxygen saturation (ILOS) protocol (10, 17–20).

These protocols use the loss of equilibrium (LOE) as the endpoint,

which presumably reflects an acute failure of critical organs, the

heart and the brain, that prevents fish from maintaining posture

and equilibrium. This endpoint is an incipient lethal threshold

because animals are unable to escape the condition and their

survival is therefore threatened (17, 21). Presently, there is very

little evidence that interindividual variation in CTmax is correlated

with variation in ILOS (10, 17–20). However, it has been suggested

that the lack of correlation may be because LOE occurs by different

mechanisms in warming and hypoxia. At the CTmax, LOE may be

caused by direct thermal impairment of critical organs, such as

the heart and the brain (5, 22), whereas, at the ILOS, the LOE is

presumably caused by O2 limitation (20).

There are less extreme protocols, which use sublethal

thresholds with better-known underlying mechanisms, for

measuring tolerance to warming and hypoxia than CTmax and

ILOS in fishes. For instance, the critical thermal maximum for

aerobic swimming (CTSmax) test uses fatigue from sustained

exercise as a sublethal tolerance endpoint. A fish is progressively

warmed while swimming aerobically until it transitions from

aerobic to anaerobic swimming and then fatigues, which is

attributed to an inability of the cardiorespiratory system to meet

the combined oxygen demands of swimming plus warming (23–

26). However, very little is known about interindividual variation

in CTSmax in fish. There is evidence that it is not correlated with

CTmax (24), but nothing is known about whether it is related to

sublethal tolerance to hypoxia.

Sublethal tolerance to progressive hypoxia can be evaluated

by respirometry, measuring the cardiorespiratory capacity of a

fish to meet its metabolic demands for oxygen as availability falls

(27–31). Most fish can regulate their oxygen uptake until a low

dissolved oxygen threshold, below which their metabolic rate is

obliged to “conform” to water oxygen availability and declines

progressively. That threshold is the critical oxygen tension [Pcrit
or saturation Scrit; see (27, 29)], and the lower an individual’s

Scrit, the greater their tolerance to hypoxia. Quite considerable

interindividual variation in Scrit has been reported in fishes (32–34),

and individual Scrit has been positively correlated with individual

ILOS (34). The regulation index (RI) is another approach to

measuring tolerance to progressive hypoxia from respirometry

data. Rather than identifying a threshold oxygen saturation the

RI provides a relative value of regulatory capacity throughout

progressive hypoxia. It calculates the area between a line of perfect

oxyregulation (oxygen uptake remains unchanged from normoxic

rates throughout hypoxia) and a line of total oxyconformation

(oxygen uptake rate declines in direct proportion to declining water

oxygen saturation) and then calculates what percentage of this

area is occupied by oxygen uptake of the fish during progressive

hypoxia [see (31, 35)]. Nothing appears to be known about

interindividual variation in fish RI, but all these sublethal thresholds

offer opportunities to explore potential tolerance correlations.

Beyond correlations among tolerance traits, there has also

been interest in evaluating whether body mass is significant for

individual tolerance of warming and hypoxia in fish because

aerobic metabolism and oxygen demand decline allometrically with

mass (36–38). While there is little evidence that CTmax is affected

by body mass (13), a single study to date has found that CTSmax

declined significantly with increasing mass (24). Various studies

have found that Scrit is influenced by body mass, but there is no

clear consensus about the direction of effects [e.g., (32, 39–43)]. The

potential relevance of individual body mass to correlations among

tolerance traits has never been investigated.

Fishes show significant individual variation in traits of aerobic

metabolism that is independent of their mass (44, 45) and there has

been interest in exploring whether this is significant for tolerance of

warming and hypoxia. The standard metabolic rate (SMR) of a fish

is their minimal maintenance metabolic rate at their acclimation

temperature when they are in a post-absorptive and inactive state

and is typically measured indirectly by respirometry, as oxygen

uptake (45, 46). Themagnitude of an individual’s SMR could clearly

affect their capacity to meet their oxygen demands in progressive

hypoxia (27, 32). Furthermore, individual SMR could also affect

tolerance of warming, because there is evidence that individuals

with low SMR have higher CTmax in a fish species (47). The

absolute aerobic scope (AAS) is the cardiorespiratory capacity to

provide oxygen for activities beyond SMR, it is also measured by

respirometry and is calculated as the maximum capacity for oxygen

uptake minus SMR (13, 45, 48). Previous studies have reported

that high AAS is associated with high CTmax and low Scrit in fishes

(32, 34).

We studied interindividual variation in CTmax, CTSmax, Scrit,

and RI in a cohort of juvenile pacu, Piaractus mesopotamicus, a

neotropical freshwater serrasalmid. Based on the previous research

that we cited earlier, we investigated Hypothesis 1: that individuals

tolerant to warming would also be tolerant to hypoxia. We

evaluated whether tolerance traits depended on mass and whether

this contributed to any correlations among traits. Once again,
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based on the previous research we cited earlier, we investigated

Hypothesis 2: that relative individual tolerance would depend on

mass-independent variation in traits of aerobic metabolism, with a

particular focus on SMR and AAS.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Animals

Juvenile pacu (n = 24, body mass: ∼50 g) of undetermined

sex were provided by a local commercial supplier (Piscicultura

Polettini, Mogi Mirim, State of São Paulo, Brazil) and transported

to the Department of Physiological Sciences, Federal University

of São Carlos (São Carlos, State of São Paulo). They were

held indoors in tanks (500 L) supplied with well-aerated water

within a recirculating bio-filtered system, at 26 ± 1◦C and

natural photoperiod, which was ∼12 h of light and 12 h of dark

during all experiments. Fish were fed ad libitum every 2 days

with commercial pellets. After 3 weeks of acclimation, animals

were passive integrated transponder (PIT)-tagged for individual

identification. This involved anesthesia by balneation in an aerated

solution of benzocaine (0.1 g l−1), with loss of dorsoventral

orientation and cessation of ventilation within 5min; the animal

was immediately placed on a damp cloth, and the tag inserted

into the dorsal musculature by hypodermic syringe in <30 s. The

animal was then placed in a tank of well-aerated water, where

they recovered normal swimming behavior within <20min. All

animals were fed again the following day and were then given at

least 96 h before experimentation. Each fish was fasted for 24 h

before any experimental protocol. The tagging and experimental

protocols followed Brazilian National Council for Control of

Animal Experimentation regulations and were approved by the

Ethics Committee on Animal Use of the Federal University of

São Carlos.

2.2 Experimental protocols

Each pacu was submitted to a series of protocols that

followed the order shown in Supplementary Figure S1, and each

protocol is described in detail later. After acclimation and PIT

tagging, they were submitted to a swim test protocol in a

tunnel respirometer, to measure traits of aerobic metabolism

(Supplementary Figure S1). They were then recovered in a holding

tank for at least 96 h and then tested for their tolerance of warming

as CTmax and CTSmax (Supplementary Figure S1). After 4–5 weeks

of recovery in routine holding conditions, each fish was placed

in a static respirometer chamber to evaluate tolerance to hypoxia

(Supplementary Figure S1).

2.2.1 Traits of aerobic metabolism by swimming
respirometry

This swim test provided the first measure of individual SMR,

denoted as SMRswim because it was measured by swimming

respirometry (46), and of active metabolic rate (AMR), taken as the

maximum rate of oxygen uptake achieved during aerobic exercise

(23, 48). The AAS was then calculated as AMR – SMRswim. The

swimming performance protocol also permitted the establishment

of the relative swimming speed to be used in their CTSmax test (23).

The initial swim test (Supplementary Figure S1) was performed

at 26 ± 0.1◦C in a Steffensen-type swim tunnel as described

by Blasco et al. (23). Fish were weighed to the nearest gram

and measured for fork length to the nearest millimeter, then

placed in the tunnel (volume 13.4 L and swim chamber dimension

400 × 110 × 110mm) supplied with aerated, biofiltered water

and left overnight at a swimming speed equivalent to 1 body

length·s−1 [BL·s−1, corrected for solid blocking effect; (23)] to

recover from handling. The next morning, the swimming speed

was increased every 30min in stages of 1 BL up to 5 BL·s−1.

The objective was to obtain a range of speeds over which all

individuals only used steady aerobic swimming (49, 50), that is,

a swimming gait involving a steady rhythmic beating of the tail

that relies on slow-twitch oxidative muscle (49, 50). Beyond 5

BL·s−1, swimming speed was increased by 0.1 BL every 10 s to

identify gait transition speed (UGT) when an individual began to

engage an unsteady anaerobic gait. This comprised intermittent

powerful tailbeats that propelled the fish forward in the swim

tunnel, after which it coasted back and then repeated the powerful

tailbeat, a “burst and coast” swimming gait that relies on the

recruitment of fast-twitch glycolytic muscle (49, 50). This was

followed closely by fatigue when the fish fell back against the rear

screen. The trial was then terminated by immediately reducing

swimming speed to 1 BL·s−1, and after 30min, the fish was

returned to a second holding tank for at least 96 h under

normal rearing conditions before testing thermal tolerance as

described later.

Measurements of oxygen uptake (ṀO2) were made by stopped-

flow respirometry at each aerobic swimming speed between 1

and 5 BL·s−1 and calculated as absolute rates (mmol·fish−1·h−1),

considering the mass of the fish, the volume of the tunnel (minus

the mass of the fish), and oxygen solubility at the prevailing

temperature. Blank measurements were made before and after each

trial and, if they increased over a trial, were presumed to do so

linearly. Background respiration did not exceed 10% of fish ṀO2,

and all data were corrected accordingly (51). The SMRswim, AMR,

and AAS were then calculated (23, 24).

2.2.2 Tolerance to warming as critical thermal
maxima

These tests were performed as described by Blasco et al. (23, 24).

Fish were submitted to these two tests in groups of three at a time.

To avoid a possible effect of exposure history on the two tolerance

thresholds, 50% of fish were exposed to the CTmax first, and the

other 50% to the CTSmax first, with at least 96 h of recovery between

(24), with three fish being placed in a separate holding tank. The

CTSmax was measured on a single individual per day in the swim

tunnel over 3 days.

The static CTmax test was studied on groups of three fish at a

time. The pacu were measured for mass to the nearest gram and

then placed in a 68-L tank containing vigorously aerated water at

26◦C and left overnight to recover from handling. The following

morning, the water was warmed stepwise at 1◦C every 30min. The
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fish were warmed stepwise in a small tank until they start to exhibit

erratic behavior, rolling sideways, followed by complete LOE. At the

LOE, each fish was rapidly transferred to a recovery tank containing

water at 26◦C. Once they had regained normal swimming behavior,

they were moved to their holding tank to recover. Their CTmax

was then calculated as described by Blasco et al. (23), considering

the highest temperature step fully completed plus the proportion

of the last step that was endured before the LOE. For example,

if a fish completed 30min at 30◦C and then 15min at 31◦C,

the CTmax would be 30.5◦C. Survival was 100%. If this was the

first test applied (Supplementary Figure S1), the three fish were

returned to a second holding tank for at least 96 h before their

CTSmax test.

During a CTSmax test, fish are warmed stepwise while they

swim using a steady aerobic gait up until a certain warm

temperature when they increasingly engage in unsteady burst-and-

coast anaerobic swimming, culminating in fatigue (23–25). Each

individual was weighed to the nearest gram and measured for

fork length to the nearest millimeter; then it was placed in the

tunnel and recovered overnight from handling, swimming at a

speed equivalent to 1 BL·s−1. The next morning, the speed was

increased over 30min until 85% of its own UGT so that each

fish was exercising at the same relative proportion of its own

aerobic swimming capacity (23). After 30min at that speed, the

temperature was increased by 1◦C every 30min. If a pacu rested

against the rear screen for at least 10 s, they were rapidly removed

from the tunnel and placed in a recovery tank at 26◦C for 30min.

Fatigue is not due to lack of endurance—pacu acclimated to 26◦C

can swim steadily at 85% of UGT for at least 9 h, exceeding the

duration of the CTSmax (23). The CTSmax was calculated as for

CTmax but using fatigue as the endpoint (23). If this was the first

test applied (Supplementary Figure S1), the animal was returned to

a second holding tank for at least 96 h before the CTmax.

At each temperature step during the CTSmax, measurements

of ṀO2 were made over the last 20min as described for

the swim test earlier, and the highest rate achieved was

denoted as ṀO2max (23), which should not be confused with

AMR at acclimation temperature in the swim test. Blank

measurements were made before all trials, and at the highest

temperature achieved after all trials, increases in background

were presumed to be linear over temperature. Background

respiration did not exceed 10% of fish ṀO2, and all data were

corrected accordingly.

2.2.3 Metabolic rate and tolerance of hypoxia by
static respirometry

After 4–5 weeks of recovery from the warming trials, in routine

holding conditions, each fish was placed in a static respirometer

chamber to obtain a second measure of their SMR, denoted as

SMRstatic because it wasmeasured by static respirometry (46). Their

tolerance to hypoxia was then evaluated as Scrit and RI (27, 35)

(Supplementary Figure S1). This was performed on four fish at a

time over 36 h.

Static respirometry was performed using four semi-

opaque white plastic respirometer chambers (LocknLock
R©

food containers, vol. 4.4 l, dimensions 260 × 185 × 130mm)

immersed in 30 cm of water in a shallow tank, which received a

flow of biofiltered, aerated water at a constant temperature of 26◦C

under a natural photoperiod. Disruption was kept to a minimum;

ambient lighting was low, and opaque black plastic sheeting was

positioned to avoid visual disturbance of the fish. All fish were

placed into the respirometers in the afternoon between 16:00

and 17:00 to avoid any possible effects of circadian rhythms on

metabolic rate, and the fish could not see each other to interact

while in the chambers (51, 52).

Routine ṀO2 wasmeasured once every 20min for 36 h using an

automated intermittent stopped-flow technique with continuous

mixing of water by an external loop and submersible pump (51,

53, 54). Water oxygen levels in the respirometers were measured

and recorded every 15 s with optodes (PreSens Oxy-4 mini,

www.presens.de) and the associated software (Pre-Sens Oxy 4v2).

Following 36 h, the fish were exposed to progressive hypoxia by

closed respirometry (29). That is, the flushing pump was turned off,

and the fish consumed the oxygen in its chamber down until 5%

oxygen saturation, with oxygen recorded every 15 s throughout. At

that point, the fish were removed and placed in a tank of aerated

water at 26◦C for 30min of recovery, and then they were returned

to their holding tank. Survival was 100%.

The ṀO2 over 36 h was calculated using linear least squares

regression during each stopped-flow phase, as described previously

(52). Overall water volume was 4.468 L when considering the

volume of the recirculation loop, and fish mass (volume) was

subtracted from the overall chamber volume. Background bacterial

respiration was measured when fish were removed from their

respirometers, and the chambers were refilled with aerated water at

the end of an experimental run. Such consumption was negligible

and never exceeded 5% of fish ṀO2, and corrections were applied

accordingly. Individual SMR in the chambers (SMRstatic) was

estimated by the quantile method, with q fixed at 0.15 (46, 51, 55).

To evaluate Scrit and RI in progressive hypoxia, measures

of ṀO2 were resolved from 95 to 5% oxygen saturation by

steps of 5 (95, 90, 85, 80, etc.) along the progressive decline

in O2 saturation in the respirometer chamber. The pacu shows

a typical oxyregulator response to hypoxia, maintaining routine

ṀO2 relatively unchanged until a critical oxygen level beyond

which ṀO2 declines below SMR and toward zero (56). Individual

Scrit was calculated empirically, as the intersection of SMRstatic

and a regression of ṀO2 values in the oxyconforming range of

oxygen saturations (31, 32). The RI was also calculated empirically,

based on the concept developed by Mueller and Seymour (35).

First, we considered that perfect regulation and an RI of 100%

would be attributed if an individual maintained their routine ṀO2

unchanged between 90 and 5%. By contrast, complete conformity

and an RI of 0% would indicate that routine ṀO2 declined in a

straight line from the rate measured at 90% down to the lowest

ṀO2 measured, 5%. This line of conformity was calculated for each

individual, from routine normoxic ṀO2 at 90% to the low hypoxic

ṀO2 measure at 5%. The difference between the individual’s

measured ṀO2 and the estimated ṀO2 of complete conformity

was calculated at each saturation step and summed. This sum

was then calculated as a percentage of the total area defined by

the horizontal line of perfect regulation and the linear decline of

complete conformity (35).
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2.3 Statistical analysis

All analyses were performed with Windows Excel and Sigma

Plot 13.0 (Systat Software Inc.). The extent of individual variation

in all traits was assessed as the coefficient of variation (CV).

Hypothesis 1, that relative tolerance of warming and hypoxia

was correlated across individuals, was tested by Pearson product-

moment correlation of CTSmax, CTmax, Scrit, and RI. A paired t-test

was used to compare CTSmax and CTmax. A potential contribution

of individual body mass to tolerance was investigated by first

regressing the four tolerance traits against mass to reveal if there

was a significant effect. If there was a significant effect of mass, we

calculated residuals for the trait in question and then investigated

whether these residuals were correlated to the other tolerance

traits. To investigate Hypothesis 2, that tolerance was dependent on

traits of respiratory metabolism, the mass-independent measures

of SMR, AMR, and AAS, as well as ṀO2max during the CTSmax,

were first corrected for the well-established effect of body mass that

follows a power relationship (24, 37) to calculate residuals. These

residuals were then correlated with the tolerance traits, including,

when relevant, the residuals of those traits against mass. A false

discovery rate procedure was applied to each series of correlations

to correct for the potential effects of multiple comparisons (57).

The residual SMRswim was correlated with residual SMRstatic to

investigate evidence of repeatability in the trait. The slope of the

regression was compared to a slope of one, and the intercept

was compared to zero using a t-test. All effects were considered

statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05.

3 Results

The results are structured to respond to the hypotheses and

research questions, we do not present the data from each protocol

in the sequence in which they were measured. We collected a

complete data set on 24 pacu. The mean (± SD) fish mass during

the measures of respiratory metabolism and thermal tolerance was

84 ± 24 g, and individuals changed mass by <1 g between the

sequential measures of respiratorymetabolism, CTmax and CTSmax.

The ratio of fish volume to swim tunnel volume was in the order of

1:165. The mean fish mass during the hypoxia trials was 106± 29 g,

and the ratio of fish-to-chamber volume was in the order of 1:40.

3.1 Hypothesis 1: individual variation in
tolerance of warming and hypoxia is
correlated

The mean ṀO2 during the CTSmax and progressive hypoxia

protocols is shown in Supplementary Figure S2. Warming caused

a marked increase in the mean ṀO2 during the CTSmax protocol

(Supplementary Figure S2A). In progressive hypoxia, the mean

ṀO2 was regulated at or above the mean SMRstatic until an oxygen

saturation between 15 and 20%, after which it declined steeply

toward zero (Supplementary Figure S2B).

The mean and CV of the tolerance traits are shown in Table 1.

The measures of warming tolerance, CTmax and CTSmax, showed

limited interindividual variation, with CVs that were numerically

much lower than the measures of hypoxia tolerance and all other

measured traits (Table 1). The mean CTmax was significantly higher

than the mean CTSmax (Table 1), but the two measures of warming

tolerance were not correlated (Figure 1A). The two measures of

hypoxia tolerance, Scrit and RI, had much higher CVs (Table 1)

and were significantly negatively correlated (Figure 1B). This is

consistent with their relative relationship to hypoxia tolerance, in

which tolerant individuals would be expected to have low Scrit and

high RI.

Individual CTmax had no relationship to the two traits of

hypoxia tolerance (Figure 2A) whereas CTSmax was significantly

correlated with both of them—negatively with Scrit and positively

with RI (Figure 2B). That is, individuals with a high CTSmax during

acute warming tended to have a lower Scrit and a higher RI in

progressive hypoxia. It is noticeable, however, that two individuals

with very low CTSmax were the drivers of the relationships,

especially for Scrit (Figure 2B).

3.2 The contribution of body mass to
tolerance

There was no significant effect of body mass on CTmax (R2

= 0.026, p > 0.05), CTSmax (R2 = 0.001, p > 0.05) or Scrit
(R2 = 0.020, p > 0.05). The RI, however, showed a significant

positive relationship to bodymass, whereby this element of hypoxia

tolerance was greater in the larger individuals of the cohort

(Figure 3A). Once RI was corrected for this effect of body mass,

residual RI still retained quite a large CV (Table 1), but the residuals

were no longer correlated with CTSmax (Figure 3B).

3.3 Hypothesis 2: tolerance of warming and
hypoxia is influenced by individual aerobic
metabolism

All the traits of respiratory metabolism showed a strong

positive dependence on body mass described by a power

function (Supplementary Figure S3). The calculated residuals of

the traits showed significant individual variation, with CVs that

were intermediate between those of the warming tolerance and

hypoxia tolerance traits (Table 1). There was a significant positive

correlation between residuals of the two sequential measures of

SMR, namely, SMRswim and SMRstatic (Supplementary Figure S3),

despite being estimated by two different techniques of respirometry

and the 4-week interval between the two measures. The estimated

slope coefficient (± standard error) was 0.756 ± 0.259, which

did not differ significantly from a slope of 1 (p > 0.05,

Supplementary Figure S3). The intercept coefficient was 0.105 ±

0.077, which did not differ significantly from zero (p> 0.05). There

was absolutely no evidence, however, that any of the tolerance traits

had a significant dependence on any element of intrinsic metabolic

phenotype. For example, neither CTmax nor CTSmax showed a

remotely statistically significant dependence on residual SMRswim

or residual AAS (Figure 4). Similarly, neither Scrit nor residual RI
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TABLE 1 Mean (± SD) of all measured variables in n = 24 pacu, plus the minimum (min), maximum (max), and coe�cient of variation (CV) for each.

Trait Mean ± SD Min Max CV

Body mass

During warming tolerance 81± 24 47 138 29.3

During hypoxia tolerance 106± 29 68 173 27.6

Tolerance of acute warming

Critical thermal maximum (CTmax , ◦C) 39.7± 0.4∗ 39.1 40.6 1.1

Critical thermal maximum for swimming (CTSmax , ◦C) 38.0± 1.0 35.2 39.2 2.6

Tolerance of progressive hypoxia

Critical oxygen saturation (Scrit , % saturation) 18.5± 7.2 9.1 31.8 38.9

Regulation index (RI, % regulation) 76.0± 16.1 45.6 93.7 21.2

Residual RI (% regulation) 74.5± 14.1 53.3 100 19.0

Traits of metabolism by swimming respirometry

Residual standard metabolic rate (SMRswim , mmol O2 h−1 fish−1) 0.29± 0.04 0.22 0.37 14.9

Residual active metabolic rate (AMR, mmol O2 h−1 fish−1) 1.77± 0.48 1.16 3.18 27.2

Residual absolute aerobic scope (AAS, mmol O2 h−1 fish−1) 1.49± 0.49 0.82 2.88 33.2

Maximum O2 uptake in CTSmax (ṀO2max , mmol O2 h−1 fish−1) 2.34± 0.20 1.84 2.66 8.56

Traits of metabolism by static respirometry

Residual standard metabolic rate (SMRswim , mmol O2 h−1 fish−1) 0.33± 0.06 0.22 0.46 19.1

Residual RI is corrected against body mass and reported as the mean of residuals normalized to a mass of 100 g. The traits of metabolism are all corrected for body mass and reported as the

mean of residuals normalized to a mass of 80 g for swimming respirometry and 100 g for static respirometry. The asterisk indicates that CTmax was significantly higher than CTSmax (paired

t-test, p < 1× 10−6).

showed a remote statistical dependence on residual SMRstatic or

residual AAS (Figure 5).

4 Discussion

The results provide support for the hypothesis that individual

variation in sublethal tolerance of warming is positively correlated

with variation in sublethal tolerance of hypoxia in a teleost fish.

The correlation depended, however, on the method used and the

tolerance endpoint, and the conclusion is tempered by the fact that

(1) significant correlations were driven by two extreme individuals

among the 24 pacu and (2) one correlation was annulled when

RI was corrected for the effects of body mass. The results provide

no support for the hypothesis that relative individual tolerance

depends on intrinsic metabolic phenotype.

4.1 Intrinsic variation in tolerance traits

The fact that the mean CTmax was about 2◦C higher than the

mean CTSmax is in agreement with a previous study on this species

(23). The finding that CTmax was not correlated with CTSmax has

been observed previously in another tropical freshwater species, the

Nile tilapia, Oreochromis niloticus (24). This may be partially due

to the limited intrinsic variation in these traits, revealed by their

very low CV, especially for CTmax; this limited range of phenotypic

variation provides little scope to analyse correlation with other

traits. Low interindividual variation in CTmax has been remarked

on in other studies and is especially pronounced in tropical fish

species (15, 20). The lack of variation may arise because the LOE

is an incipient lethal endpoint at which acute heating causes the

functional collapse of organs critical to immediate survival, the

heart and the brain (22), which occurs at a similar high temperature

in all individuals. Tropical species live at temperatures closer to

this absolute thermal limit and so have less scope for individual

variation in tolerance (15). It is interesting that CTSmax also had a

very low CV compared to all other measured traits; this may also be

linked to functional integrity approaching a common physiological

“ceiling” (58) as the pacu were warmed.

The lack of correlation of CTmax and CTSmax may also,

however, indicate that the two tolerance endpoints, LOE vs.

fatigue from aerobic swimming, do not share common underlying

mechanisms in the pacu. A similar conclusion was reached for

a temperate marine teleost, the European sea bass, Dicentrarchus

labrax (25). The LOE at CTmax may have many underlying

mechanisms, which can differ among species, context and warming

protocol (22, 59–61). The endpoint in the CTSmax, fatigue from

aerobic swimming, has been attributed to an inability of the

cardiorespiratory system to meet the combined oxygen demands

of exercise plus warming. This supposition is supported by the

fact that fatigue is preceded by gait transition from an aerobic

to an anaerobic swimming style, a response that has been

observed in six teleost species so far [(23, 25, 26); D.J. McKenzie,

unpublished observations].

Studies that use Scrit to evaluate interindividual variation in

hypoxia tolerance are not common in fishes (32, 34). Most studies

have used LOE as an incipient lethal endpoint [e.g.. (10, 17, 19, 20,
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FIGURE 1

The relationship of individual critical thermal maximum (CTmax) to

critical thermal maximum for aerobic swimming (CTSmax) in 24 pacu

showed no significant correlation (A). The relationship of individual

critical oxygen saturation (Scrit) to regulation index (RI) in progressive

hypoxia in the same pacu showed a significant negative correlation

(B). The least squares linear relationship in (B) is described by RI =

−1.54(Scrit) + 104 (R = 0.686, p = 0.0002).

62)] rather than focusing on sublethal endpoints linked clearly to

the capacity for oxyregulation (32–34). There is evidence of quite

broad individual variation in hypoxia tolerance in fish, irrespective

of the endpoint used, which is coherent with the large CVs we

obtained for Scrit and RI (17, 19, 32, 33, 62). The finding that

Scrit and RI were significantly negatively correlated, in a manner

consistent with their relative relationship to hypoxia tolerance,

indicates that they share a causal mechanism. That is, they both

reflect aspects of cardiorespiratory capacity for regulation of AMR

as oxygen availability falls in progressive hypoxia (31, 32, 35). These

results support previous findings by Zhang et al. (34), of a positive

correlation between individual Scrit and the ILOS with the LOE as

the endpoint in rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss.

FIGURE 2

The relationships of individual critical oxygen saturation (Scrit, in %

saturation, gray symbols) and regulation index (RI, in % regulation,

white symbols) in progressive hypoxia (in % on the same axis) to

individual critical thermal maximum (CTmax) in 24 pacu showed no

significant correlation (A). The relationships, in the same pacu, of the

same measures of hypoxia tolerance to individual critical thermal

maximum for aerobic swimming (CTSmax) showed significant

correlations (B). The least squares relationships in (B) are described

by RI = 7.63(CTSmax) – 213 (R = 0.472, p = 0.020) and Scrit =

−3.13(CTSmax) + 137 (R = 0.435, p = 0.034).

4.2 Evidence that tolerance of acute
warming is correlated with tolerance of
progressive hypoxia

The finding that CTmax was not correlated with the measures

of hypoxia tolerance may be for the same reasons as its lack

of correlation to CTSmax. The finding that individuals with high

CTSmax tended to have low Scrit and high RI suggests that
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FIGURE 3

The power relationship of the individual regulation index (RI) to body

mass in 24 pacu (A) showed a significant e�ect described by the

least squares relationship RI = 7.36(mass0.50) + 104 (R2 = 0.286, p =

0.011). The residuals of this relationship are plotted against CTSmax,

and there is no significant correlation (B). Residuals are calculated

for a fish with a mass of 100g.

these tolerance endpoints share common underlying mechanisms.

Physiological traits that may be important for CTSmax, Scrit, and RI

in fishes could include the capacity for respiratory gas exchange at

the gills and O2 transport to tissues, and the efficiency of adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) generation (62); these are interesting topics for

further study. The correlations of CTSmax to Scrit and RI are in

contrast to previous studies that compared CTmax and ILOS, with

only one instance of significant correlation (20) compared to four

instances where there was none (10, 17–19). The correlations in

the present study were also, however, particularly dependent on

two individuals with unusually low CTSmax, so these findings need

confirmation in further fish species and with larger sample sizes.

FIGURE 4

Individual critical thermal maximum (CTmax, gray symbols) and

critical thermal maximum for aerobic swimming (CTSmax, white

symbols) are plotted (in ◦C on the same axis) against the residuals of

the relationship of standard metabolic rate (SMRswim) to body mass

in 24 pacu (A). The same two measures of warming tolerance are

plotted against the residuals of the relationship of absolute aerobic

scope (AAS) to mass in the pacu (B). There were no significant

relationships. Residuals were calculated assuming a mean body

mass of 80g, SMRswim indicates that it was measured by swimming

respirometry (see the text for details).

4.3 Dependence of individual tolerance
upon mass

The absence of any effect of body mass on CTmax is coherent

with previous reports [reviewed in (13)]. The absence of any

dependence of CTSmax on mass differs from a previous study on

Nile tilapia, in which tolerance declined significantly with mass
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FIGURE 5

Individual critical oxygen saturation (Scrit, in % saturation, gray

symbols) and the residuals of the regulation index (RI, in %

regulation, white symbols) against body mass are plotted (in % on

the same axis) against the residuals of the relationship of standard

metabolic rate (SMRstatic) to body mass in 24 pacu (A). The two

measures of hypoxia tolerance are plotted against the residuals of

the relationship of absolute aerobic scope (AAS) to mass in the same

pacu (B). There were no significant relationships. Residuals were

calculated assuming a mean body mass of 100g for SMR and 80g

for AMR, SMRstatic indicates that it was measured by static

respirometry (see the text for details).

(24). Blasco et al. (24), however, studied fish of different ages

over a mass range that was greater than one order of magnitude

whereas the cohort of pacu were all the same age and only varied

3-fold in mass from smallest to largest. There is quite conflicting

evidence regarding the effects of body mass on Scrit within species,

with evidence that it decreases with mass (32, 39, 42), does not

change (40, 43), or increases (41). This is the first evaluation of

the potential effects of mass on RI in fishes, the increase in RI

with mass would be consistent with studies finding a decrease in

Scrit (32, 39, 42). If differences in mass within the cohort reflected

differences in nutritional condition and physiological wellbeing

between the largest and smallest individuals, it might be expected

that all tolerance variables would increase with increasing mass,

which was not the case. This increase in capacity for oxyregulation

with mass in the pacu, measured as the RI, requires confirmation

in other species. The fact that correcting RI for mass annulled the

correlation with CTSmax is rather hard to interpret at this stage,

without further studies, but it does reveal the somewhat tenuous

nature of the correlation between RI and CTSmax. It is possible

that, rather than whole body mass, the relative mass of organs, such

as slow-twitch aerobic muscle, might correlate with an individual’s

tolerance of warming or hypoxia in fish.

4.4 Dependence of individual tolerance
upon traits of aerobic metabolism

The data demonstrate that relative individual tolerance did

not depend on variation in mass-independent traits of aerobic

metabolism within the pacu cohort. In terms of thermal tolerance,

there was no evidence of the dependence of CTmax on SMR

that Ozolina et al. (47) reported in European seabass or of the

positive link between AAS and CTmax when comparing rainbow

trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss, strains (34). This study is the first

to assess whether mass-independent metabolic traits influence

CTSmax–the absence of any influence of AAS might be considered

unexpected but was nonetheless very clear-cut. In terms of hypoxia

tolerance, there was no evidence of the positive correlation of

SMR to Scrit observed in Gulf killifish, Fundulis grandis (32),

which might seem axiomatic because individuals with lower

basal oxygen demand might be expected to be less challenged

to regulate their metabolism in hypoxia. This finding in pacu

also contrasts with previous studies that have shown correlations

between individual SMR and behavioral responses to hypoxia

such as the intensity of ASR and, in a species with bimodal

respiration, the intensity of air-breathing (63, 64). By the same

token, there was no evidence of the negative correlation of AAS

to Scrit reported for Gulf killifish (32). The correlation of residual

SMRswim with SMRstatic in the pacu demonstrates that metabolic

phenotype was relatively repeatable, as has been demonstrated for

many traits related to aerobic metabolism in fish [e.g., (32, 65–

67)], and this reassures us about the reliability of our metabolic

measurements in the pacu. Once again, it may be the relative mass

of aerobic organs that defines an individual’s relative tolerance

to warming or hypoxia. More studies are therefore required,

in more species, to evaluate the extent to which tolerance of

environmental stressors depends on intrinsic metabolic phenotype

in fishes.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

This study provides the first measures of inter-individual

variation in CTSmax and RI within a cohort of fishes. It

demonstrates that CTSmax, Scrit, and RI can be useful indicators

to investigate correlations within individuals for their sublethal
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tolerance of warming and hypoxia. The finding that individuals

tolerant of progressive warming, when measured as fatigue from

aerobic swimming (CTSmax), were alsomore tolerant of progressive

hypoxia, when measured as regulation of metabolism (Scrit and

RI), is worthy of investigation in more species. There is also a

need for further investigation of how body mass affects tolerance

in individuals within and across cohorts of fish species and how

tolerance depends on metabolic phenotype because the current

evidence is mixed.
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